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1. Introduction

Since childhood, we learn that knowledge does not come from ourselves (schoolchildren), but from “an
omniscient master”. When a crisis happens – a disease, a change in our environment – we similarly rely on
external authorities, who are usually prompt to provide us with directives. But is this the most effective way
to take care of our very needs to overcome complex challenges (Oxfam, 2021; V-Dem Institute, 2021;
Rushkoff, 2019; Medina, 2013)? Can a few enlightened individuals be more knowledgeable than the
multitude (Raymond, 1999; Okolloh 2009; Falkvinge 2013)?

Is the centralization of power during an emergency still legitimate when the Internet allows thousands of
people to put in common their resources (e.g., online hackathons (Balli, 2021)), and to decide within hours
(e.g., digital democracy (Manicini, 2015; European Parliament, 2020; TA Swiss et al., 2021))?

During this participatory discussion, we will explore the narratives behind “health” and “law” policy-making
centralization. We will explore how people can reclaim ownership of themselves, control over their medical
journey and medical information (e.g., health commons (Balli 2021a; b)), critical public health (Greenhalgh,
2009)). We will also discuss how individuals and communities can reclaim the right to elaborate rules that
affect them and their coordination (legal commons, democratic constitutionalism (Bailey and Mattei, 2013;
Vergara, 2020; Boal, 1999; Laugeri, 2020)).

Finally, we will reflect on Elinor Ostrom's (2009) statement that “a core goal of public policy should be to
facilitate the development of institutions that bring out the best in humans”. Thus we will introduce the work
done in other fields by legal scholars working on indigenous law (Canada, Switzerland) (Banville et al, 2020;
Knoepfel and Shcweizer, 2015), and on changing propriety (Italy) with reflections on how this can inspire
health commons policy development (Italian Ministry of Justice, 2007; Vercellone, 2020; Italian Court of
Cassation, 2011).

We adopted a bottom-up approach to collectively building a Knowledge Commons (KC) for the colloquium.
We organized the session for participants to discuss among themselves and report on their conclusions. We
built sub-groups of 5-7 people to foster interaction among all participants (Aubé et al, 2011). Then, each
sub-group presented its key discussion outcomes. This allowed us to aggregate different perspectives that
you will find compiled hereunder in this paper. Our reflections are documented and available online, on a
public MediaWiki; it can be enriched autonomously by interested individuals (after creating an account). The
content of this wiki is under a Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 4.0 license. Additionally,
MediaWiki is free/libre and open-source software (FLOSS) (Free Software Foundation, 2021; Open Source
Initiative, 2017), which means interested communities can freely use, reproduce, enhance and adapt the
software – another commons. Our intent is to remove barriers to access, production, and dissemination of
knowledge around this topic. Our approach is aligned with the UNESCO (2021) recommendation on open
science, which encourages discussions and co-creation of open scientific knowledge.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7716154
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2. Recreating the narrative on Heath regulation – First perspective: The medical regulation challenge

A private legal entity must comply with medical device regulations (US Food and Drug Administration
[FDA], European Medicines Agency [EMA]) and manufacture and commercialize the medical device. Thus,
medical device regulatory bodies require quality management systems often incompatible with a
volunteer-based organization (Abuhav, 2018). Regulators acknowledge benefits from open-source hardware
(OSH) communities; hence they progressively adapted their regulation first to frame the use of smartphones
as medical devices (FDA, 2013), then they regulated the increasing use of 3D printing in the medical sector
(FDA, 2018). Finally, during the COVID-19 pandemic, they proposed an emergency regime (e.g., building
ventilators).

Still regulators’ needs are extremely stringent and quite challenging to achieve for a community of
volunteers. Conscious of these limitations, some regulators, like the Australian one, made a specific
statement regarding Diabetes control systems (2018): 

“We recognise that health professionals cannot recommend DIY [do it yourself]
technologies to people with diabetes. Health professional recommendations should be for
devices that have been approved through the regulatory process for safety and effectiveness.
However, there will always be some people who accept a level of risk and choose to take the
DIY approach. These people should continue to receive support and care from their
diabetes healthcare professional and the health system.”

Opinion of the attendees and way forward: Our attendees collectively agreed that the Australian approach is
an acceptable middle ground where transparency and responsibility allow each individual to make an
informed decision regarding their own risk profile and decide whether or not to use a DIY device on itself.

Participants wondered to which extent the creation of standards could help to structure the OSH ecosystem to
make the regulation lighter or easier to enforce.

Financing open-source projects: One of the challenges OSH communities face is the financial valuation of
the goods their produce. Unlike FLOSS projects, OSH projects are cash intensive, and funds are rapidly
needed to scale up a collective innovation. Unfortunately, Venture Capitals or Banks struggle with the
estimation of community assets and are very reluctant in the absence of patents protecting these assets to
invest in these open projects. Interestingly, when universities push innovations, they tend to be quickly
enclosed by private entities if considered relevant.

Opinion of the attendees and way forward: Participants highlighted the role that health insurance could take
in financing these cost-effective, innovative projects and globally encouraging open approaches.

Globally, securing fair compensation for volunteers investing time and energy in these open-source solutions
has been confirmed as a concern by the group. The protection from free riding, particularly in the OSH field
where copyright protection is only partial and patenting too costly, stood out as a legitimate concern. Very
often, the absence of a market protects communities from the problem and limits their ability to make a
significant impact.

Indeed, the most prominent issue for the future success of OSH communities in the health sector is related to
regulatory bodies and the financial system. Regulators and financial system players must acknowledge the
post-COVID-19 paradigm shift; an ever-increasing number of innovations can be created above and beyond
the OSS world. Thus policymakers need to create the conditions to secure these innovations to allow them to
thrive legally.
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3. Recreating the narrative on Heath regulation – Second perspective

Can we heal without redefining the rules that affect us? The purpose of medical regulations “to identify and
monitor significant adverse events involving medical devices. The goals of the regulation are to detect and
correct problems in a timely manner.” (FDA, 2020). Hence, another approach to tackle this aim is to align
with the spirit of the law, rather than solely complying with the written code. Critical public health and
democratic constitutionalism can provide valuable inputs to such questioning.

Critical public health is an approach that invites us to recognize and challenge socio-economic barriers to
good health, exploring to which extent certain institutions, regulations, processes or agents may be
oppressive or allies (Greenhalgh, 2009).

Here, we can reflect on whether medical regulations increase or hinder the capacity of a community of
peers to rapidly identify and mitigate risks related to self- and mutual care, respectively the co-creation of
shared knowledge and technologies. In fact, many quality management systems are often implemented by
decision of a third-party, rather than by a collective agreement among all actors of the ecosystem. Hence,
most actors may not find an intrinsic motivation in implementing such an approach (Gelinas, 1984).
Similarly, medical devices thought by experts without a continuing involvement of end users – including in
strategic decision-making – may result in products that either do not fit local realities, or a long-term use
(van Dulmen et al, 2007; Compton et al, 2018).

A community co-creating a technology for their peers rather than for profit will possibly cumulate different
advantages: personal engagement and passion, the will to put in commons complementarities to build
collective wisdom, and a personal concern in mitigating risks so that others may adopt the technology
knowing the collective effort made, but also assuming a form of sovereignty in taking their part of
responsibility over use of technology. Additionally, OSH peer production can help impoverished
communities to access medtech, and adapt these to local contexts, thanks to the rights to use, repair,
reproduce, improve, and adapt (He and al, 2021; Al-Faruque, 2022) – consequently reducing the cost of
innovation (Moritz et al, 2019). Indeed, it “is a very important need to increase access to medical devices to
meet healthcare needs” (World Health Organization, 2016).

Democratic constitutionalism is another approach that invites us to remember “the will of the people as
having a higher constitutional value than the will of Parliament” (Bailey and Mattei, 2013). In fact,
regulations are of much lesser priority in the hierarchy of law than the constitutional process.
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Here, we can reflect on the extent to which medical regulations are aligned with higher collective interests
and legal principles. For example, the intensive resources required to obtain medical certifications hinders
transdisciplinary communities motivated by the collective wellbeing to enter such processes, while industries
may receive a certification even when putting people’s lives at risk (Lundh et al, 2012; Dhruva et al, 2009).
OSH projects have an essential benefit in comparison to industry’s practices: a commitment to ensure gratis
online access to the fabrication recipe of the device, and sometimes even to the full iteration process.

As one human out of two cannot afford essential medical care (World Bank and World Health Organization,
2017), looking critically at the socio-economic barriers to health, and reflecting on the sovereignty
communities should have in co-creating knowledge and technologies for the commons is vital. Indeed, as
Capra and Mattei (2015) suggest, “If the people were to understand the nature of law [and health] as an
evolving common, reflecting local conditions and fundamental needs, they would care about it. People would
understand that the law [and health are] too important to remain in the hands of organized corporate
interests”.

In this regard, it may be interesting to draw parallels with the paradigm shift requested by the Italian Court of
Cassation following the work done by the Rodotà Commission (Italian Ministry of Justice, 2007):

Where an immovable property, regardless of the owner, is, due to its intrinsic connotations [...]
intended for the realization of the welfare state [...], this property is to be considered, beyond the
now outdated perspective of Roman dominium and code-related ownership, “commons”, that is,
regardless of the title of ownership, instrumentally linked to the realization of the interests of all
citizens (Italian Court of Cassation, 2011, translated by Vercellone, 2020, p. 8).

Could we then envision an ecosystem where regulations would emerge from communities federated around
the co-creation of freely reproducible knowledge and technologies?

CC BY-SA by F Balli

As the industrial revolution brought excluding ownership, universalism and technology solutions, it may be
of interest to explore "Ancient Intelligence," notably , shared rights of use, non-written laws such as
indigenous local customs, and solidarity-driven solutions (Banville et al, 2020; Knoepfel and Schweizer,
2015)?
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4. Discussion and way forward

A consensus emerged amongst colloquium participants; a balance between top-down regulation and
bottom-up agility and autonomy has to be found to individualize healthcare treatments and devices.

The central point in this debate was transparency on health-related matters. Without transparency on personal
data produced and controlled within proprietary medical technologies, providing meaningful informed
consent to personal data collection and management is highly challenging. Ultimately, the absence of
openness prevents individuals from adequately assessing medical-related risks and making appropriate
decisions.

The same way that Stallman transformed copyright laws into copyleft with an intellectual jujitsu and
guaranteed individuals the liberty to use, study, modify and distribute a product of the mind (Betz and
Edwards, 1996). This has to be translated in the hardware field to combine top-down and bottom-up
paradigms.
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